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Enhanced perception of detail has long been regarded a hallmark of autism spectrum conditions (ASC), but its origins are unknown.
Normal sensitivity on all fundamental perceptual measures—visual acuity, contrast discrimination, and flicker detection—is strongly
established in the literature. If individuals with ASC do not have superior low-level vision, how is perception of detail enhanced? We argue
that this apparent paradox can be resolved by considering visual attention, which is known to enhance basic visual sensitivity, resulting
in greater acuity and lower contrast thresholds. Here, we demonstrate that the focus of attention and concomitant enhancement of
perception are sharper in human individuals with ASC than in matched controls. Using a simple visual acuity task embedded in a
standard cueing paradigm, we mapped the spatial and temporal gradients of attentional enhancement by varying the distance and onset
time of visual targets relative to an exogenous cue, which obligatorily captures attention. Individuals with ASC demonstrated a greater
fall-off in performance with distance from the cue than controls, indicating a sharper spatial gradient of attention. Further, this sharpness
was highly correlated with the severity of autistic symptoms in ASC, as well as autistic traits across both ASC and control groups. These
findings establish the presence of a form of “tunnel vision” in ASC, with far-reaching implications for our understanding of the social and
neurobiological aspects of autism.

Introduction
Atypical perception is a defining characteristic of autism spec-
trum conditions (ASC), recently proposed as a diagnostic cri-
terion in the DSM-V. In particular, autistic visual experience
is marked by superior perception of local details and ineffi-
cient integration of information across space (Shah and Frith,
1983). However, autistic individuals do not evidence superior
local visual sensitivity on measures such as visual acuity (Kéïta
et al., 2010; Tavassoli et al., 2011), contrast discrimination (De
Jonge et al., 2007; Koh et al., 2010), and flicker detection
(Bertone et al., 2005; Pellicano et al., 2005), leaving unresolved
the question of how quick and accurate perception of detail
arises. In this study, we investigated whether differences in
attention could account for the enhanced perception of local
details in ASC.

Attention is the mechanism by which we orient our perception of
the visual world, enabling us to efficiently parse and process complex
scenes. For example, the sudden onset of a stimulus not only draws
focus to a point in space reflected in improved detection of stimuli,
but also increases in acuity and contrast sensitivity in nearby loca-
tions (Cameron et al., 2002; Golla et al., 2004). Importantly, this
enhancement extends across the visual field along a two-
dimensional gradient (Mangun and Hillyard, 1988), facilitating the
processing of some stimuli over others, in effect organizing the con-
tents of visual perception (Kravitz and Behrmann, 2011).

The aim of this study was to establish whether the enhanced
perception of details in ASC reflects sharper spatial and temporal
gradients of attention than in matched controls. Specifically, we
varied the distance and time of onset of a target relative to an
exogenous cue. We found that individuals with ASC have a
sharper spatial gradient of attention with a strong relationship
between the sharpness of the spatial gradient and higher-order
autistic symptomatology, suggesting that the perturbation in at-
tention is a useful index of, or contributor to, higher-level per-
ceptual deficits in ASC. Because the spatial gradient of attention is
thought to closely reflect neural circuitry (Brefczynski-Lewis et
al., 2009), these results may also provide insight into atypical
neural organization in the autistic brain. Overall, these findings
demonstrate a fundamental alteration in the distribution of at-
tention in individuals with ASC and provide a new quantitative
and low-level index of high-level autistic symptomatology.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty adult controls (5 male, 15 female) and 22 adults
with high-functioning autism (13 male, 7 female) were recruited from
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Cambridge’s Autism Research Centre volunteer database, autism clinics,
and support centers throughout the United Kingdom. All patients met
international criteria for ASC according to the DSM-IV, as judged by
clinicians specialized in the diagnosis of ASC. The two groups were
matched for age ( p � 0.23) and nonverbal IQ ( p � 0.59) (Table 1).
Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and individuals
with other psychiatric conditions, such as attention deficit-hyperactivity
disorder, were not recruited. Written consent was obtained from all par-
ticipants in accordance with a protocol approved by Cambridge’s Psy-
chology Research Ethics Committee.

Psychometric testing. All participants completed the Wechsler Abbre-
viated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) (Wechsler, 1999). The ASC and con-
trol groups were matched in nonverbal IQ (Table 1). One ASC
participant was excluded due to an inability to complete the IQ test. All
participants also completed the Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ), a self-
report questionnaire which quantifies autistic traits across both ASC and
control populations (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001). Additionally, an hour-
long diagnostic protocol was administered to all ASC participants (Au-
tism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, ADOS) (Lord et al., 2000).

Stimulus presentation. Stimuli were presented using Psychtoolbox
(Brainard, 1997) on a MacBook Pro and presented on a 17-inch TFT-
LCD display (1280 � 1024 resolution). All testing took place in a dark-
ened room with viewing distance from screen center (57 cm) fixed using
a chin rest. Auditory feedback was provided for incorrect responses.

Procedure. On each trial, participants fixated on a cross at the center of the
screen and were briefly presented with a peripheral circular target (radius,
0.5°; duration,67 ms) and asked to report whether a small gap (0.4°) was on
the top or bottom (Fig. 1). The contrast of the target was set to each individ-
ual’s 75% correct detection threshold, obtained by a standard staircase pro-
cedure after thorough training on the task (see Thresholding, below).

To measure the spatial and temporal gradients of attentional enhance-
ment, this visual acuity task was embedded in an exogenous attention
paradigm (Fig. 1a). Specifically, before presentation of the target, a brief
cue (radius: 0.125°, duration: 67 ms) was presented, capturing partici-
pants’ attention to a point on the screen’s horizontal meridian. This
point was at the minimum mean Euclidean distance from all possible
target locations (see below). Participants were instructed to use the cue
covertly and maintain fixation. Following this cue there was a variable
delay (interstimulus interval (ISI); short, 67; medium, 135; or long, 210
ms) before the target was presented in one of three possible isoeccentric
locations above or below the horizontal meridian in the same hemifield
as the cue (distance from the cue: near, 2.46; mid, 4.51; or far, 6.56°) (Fig.
1b). A distractor stimulus, a circle identical to the target but without a
gap, was presented 180° from the target in the opposite quadrant of the
visual field to strengthen the effect of the cue. Participants’ response
accuracy and reaction time were recorded on each trial.

Before the experiment, participants were familiarized with the task
through both verbal description and a slow-motion demonstration in
which the target remained on the screen until response (10 trials). Each
participant’s individual contrast threshold was then established (see
Thresholding, below) before a complete run of the task was practiced at
full speed (96 trials). Performance was evaluated to determine the stabil-
ity of the detection threshold. If between 65 and 85% accuracy at the
farthest cue position, the experiment continued. Otherwise, participants
repeated the thresholding run and began the experiment with the newly
obtained threshold. One participant (ASC) whose accuracy during the

experiment was lower than 65% correct at the threshold location was
excluded from further analyses.

Following the practice run, participants completed 12 blocks of 96
trials each, resulting in 128 samples per distance (collapsed across the
four quadrants of the screen) at each ISI.

Thresholding. During thresholding, target-contrast was adaptively de-
termined by response on each trial to obtain a 75% correct contrast
threshold measurement at the longest ISI and farthest spatial location
from the cue tested in the experiment. Using a standard staircase proce-
dure consisting of five large reversals (step-size, 7.5% of the previous
contrast) and 10 smaller reversals (step-size, 2.5% of the previous con-
trast), each correct response lowered the target contrast by one step, and
each incorrect response raised the target contrast by three. The mean of
the last seven reversals was taken as the participant’s 75% contrast
threshold.

Gray-level contrast thresholds were defined as follows: (target lumi-
nance � background luminance)/(target luminance � background lu-
minance). Two participants had contrast thresholds more than two SDs
outside the mean (one control, one ASC). Analyses were performed both
with and without these participants; they did not qualitatively influence
the results and were included in the analyses reported here.

Thresholding allowed us to objectively match participants on baseline
difficulty in the task, so that any effects observed in our experiment could
be attributed to attentional enhancement rather than visual sensitivity.
Confirmation this aim was successful was manifest in the absence of any
difference in accuracy between ASC and control participants, both over-
all (F(2,37) � 1.255, p � 0.270) and at only the ISI and distance at which
threshold was performed ( p � 0.126).

Performance analysis. To investigate the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of attention, we calculated a combined measure of individual accu-

Table 1. Psychometric data

N Minimum Maximum Mean SD

ASC
Age 20 19 46 32.60 8.255
IQ 20 86.00 140.00 114.55 14.288
Gender 13M:7F — — — —

Control
Age 20 22 52 30.10 7.847
IQ 20 102.00 133.00 117.95 8.899
Gender 5M:15F — — — —

Figure 1. Procedure used to map attentional gradients. A, Time course of one trial. Each trial
began with a fixation cross followed by a brief cue that captured participants’ attention to a
discrete point on the horizontal meridian to the left or right of fixation. After a variable ISI (67,
135, or 210 ms), a target appeared briefly, on the same side of the screen as the cue. Simulta-
neously, a distractor circle was presented 180° from the target. Participants indicated whether
the opening was on the top or bottom of the target. B, Stimulus locations and sizes. The num-
bers next to the possible target locations give their distances in degrees from the cue location.
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racy and response times that is commonly used
to account for individual speed-accuracy
tradeoffs in attention studies, inverse efficiency
scores (Townsend and Ashby, 1978). Speed-
accuracy trade-offs are routinely observed in spa-
tial cuing paradigms (Chica et al., 2011), where
the instruction to respond both quickly and with
a high degree of accuracy leads to individual vari-
ation in which measure best reflects task diffi-
culty. Specifically, inverse efficiency scores were
computed as (�1 � median reaction time/accu-
racy), with higher scores reflecting more efficient
processing. This performance measure was used
in all subsequent ANOVAs describing the spatial
gradient of attention. Qualitatively similar results
were obtained when using reaction time alone as
a measure of performance. In all statistical analy-
ses, Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were used
for nonspherical data.

Eye tracking and gaze analysis. The LCD dis-
play had a built-in binocular eye-tracker (Tobii
Technology; sampling rate, 60 Hz; spatial pre-
cision, 0.5°), which was used to monitor the
fixation stability of each participant. Partici-
pants successfully completed a 9-point calibra-
tion routine with an error threshold of 0.92°
before the first experimental run. Fixation data
from the right eye were analyzed using custom
MATLAB (MathWorks) scripts. Data from time
points during which the eye-tracker did not re-
ceive input from the eye (e.g., blinks) were
removed.

Results
Comparable contrast sensitivity
The thresholding procedure confirmed the
previously reported similarity in contrast
thresholds in ASC and controls (14 and
10%, respectively; p � 0.20). Thresholds
correlated with neither intelligence (WASI,
�(40) � �0.21; p � 0.19), nor autistic
symptomatology (AQ, �(40) � 0.22, p �
0.17; ADOS, �(40) � 0.18, p � 0.31).

Sharper gradient of attention in ASC
As expected, in both ASC and controls,
performance decreased with distance
from the cue, reflecting the spatial gradi-
ent of attention (Fig. 2a). To test for dif-
ferences in the temporal and spatial
gradients of attention, we conducted a
three-way ANOVA with distance (near,
mid, far) and ISI (short, medium, long) as
repeated measures factors and diagnosis
as a between-subjects factor.

In terms of the spatial distribution of
attention, the ANOVA revealed a highly
significant main effect of distance (F(1,76)

� 62.065, p � 0.001), indicating the ex-
pected fall-off in performance with in-
creasing distance from the cue. Critically, this effect was
exaggerated in individuals with ASC, resulting in a highly signif-
icant interaction between diagnosis and distance (F(2,76) � 5.051,
p � 0.009). This finding indicates a much sharper spatial gradient
of attention in ASC compared with control participants (Fig. 2a).

In terms of the temporal distribution of attention, the

ANOVA revealed a highly significant main effect of ISI
(F(1,76) � 5.564, p � 0.006), resulting from the expected better
performance with longer ISIs. We also observed a significant
interaction between ISI and distance (F(4,152) � 4.36, p � 0.009),
reflecting an increase in the sharpness of the gradient with in-
creasing ISI in both ASC and controls. The evolution of this

Figure 2. Sharper gradient of spatial attention in autism. A, Performance was measured as negative inverse efficiency scores
[�1 � (reaction time/accuracy)]. To highlight the spatial gradient of attention for the purpose of the plot, performance scores
were normalized by subtracting the mean performance for each combination of diagnosis and ISI. All statistics were calculated
without this normalization being applied. In both groups, performance was better the closer the target was to the cue. This fall-off
was much stronger in participants with ASC than controls, demonstrating a much sharper gradient of attentional enhancement. B,
Sharpness of the gradient across ISIs. The slope of the attentional function increased with ISI in both groups. This effect was more
pronounced in ASC, although the interaction between ISI and diagnosis did not reach significance. Error bar, SEM. *p � 0.05.
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sharpness with ISI suggests that the gradient reflects the distribu-
tion of spatial attention, rather than a general performance field
difference (Abrams et al., 2012). Finally, there were no significant
interactions involving ISI and diagnosis (all p values � 0.57),
although a significant main effect of diagnosis was also observed
(F(1,38) � 5.848, p � 0.02), indicating slightly poorer perfor-
mance in the ASC group overall.

To quantify the form of the interaction between distance and
diagnosis and to estimate the overall sharpness of the attention
gradient in each participant, we computed gradient difference
scores for each ISI separately (near–far distance) (Fig. 2b). These
scores were used for all further psychometric correlation analyses
(see below). A two-way ANOVA of gradient difference scores,
with ISI as a repeated measures factor and Diagnosis as a
between-subjects factor, revealed a main effect of diagnosis
(F(1,38) � 9.207, p � 0.007), confirming the sharper spatial gra-
dient of attention in ASC, and of ISI (F(2,76) � 4.060, p � 0.031),
resulting from the increase in sharpness in both groups at longer
ISIs. This exaggerated sharpness with increasing ISI was particu-
larly evident in ASC. Post hoc one-tailed t tests revealed signifi-
cantly larger gradient difference scores in the ASC group at the
medium (t � 2.299, p � 0.013) and long (t � 1.932, p � 0.031)
ISIs, with no difference at the short ISI (t � �0.833, p � 0.410),
though this analysis of gradient difference scores did not produce
a significant interaction between diagnosis and ISI (p � 0.59 in
the main analysis). Although this interaction did not reach sig-
nificance, it is possible that the spatial gradient in the two groups
is similar at short ISIs and particularly sharper in ASC at longer
ISIs. This effect would suggest a temporal component to the evo-
lution of the difference between the groups, but requires further
study with a broader range of ISIs. Gradient difference scores
remained greater in the ASC group when age, IQ, or gender was
treated as a covariate of no interest (all p � 0.027).

This increased sharpness of the spatial gradient in the ASC
group was also evident in reaction time, illustrated by a main
effect of diagnosis in a two-way ANOVA of mean reaction time
difference scores (F(1,38) � 4.824, p � 0.034; controls, 25 ms;
ASC, 44 ms). There was also a numerical difference in accuracy
difference scores, suggesting a slightly sharper drop in accuracy
with distance, but this did not reach significance (p � 0.1; con-
trols, 3.1%; ASC, 4.2%). Overall, mean reaction times were
slightly slower in ASC [t � 2.11, p � 0.041; controls, 550 ms
(�70); ASC, 660 ms (�20)], and accuracy was comparable be-
tween the two groups [t � 1.11, p � 0.1; controls, 81% (�0.1);
ASC, 84% (�0.07)].

Sharpness of the attentional gradient predicts
autistic symptomatology
Not only did individuals with ASC display a sharper spatial gradient
of visual attention as a group, the overall sharpness of this function
was highly associated with measures of autistic symptoms and traits
across individuals in both the ASC and control groups. First, there
was a striking correlation between the sharpness of the attentional
gradient and the ADOS scores of individuals with ASC (Fig. 3a)
(�(20) � 0.527, p � 0.017). Second, sharpness was also strongly
correlated with autistic traits across both the ASC and control
groups, as measured by the AQ (Fig. 3b) (�(40) � 0.501, p � 0.001).
These results show that this relatively low-level attentional
marker of ASC is associated with symptomatology defined at
much more complex levels of behavior.

Results cannot be explained by differences in gaze-position
There were no quantitative differences in gaze-positions between
the two groups [degrees from fixation: controls (x, 0.17 � 1.17°;
y, 0.23 � 0.72°); ASC (x, 0.61 � 2.01°; y, 0.07 � 0.77°)].
Repeated-measures ANOVA performed separately on partici-

Figure 3. Sharpness of the attentional gradient correlates with autistic symptoms and traits in both ASC and controls. A, ASC participants with higher ADOS scores (an interview-based measure
of autistic traits) had sharper attentional gradients averaged across ISIs ( p �0.01). B, Across both groups (ASC, red; controls, blue), participants with higher AQ scores (a social survey-based measure
of autistics traits) evidence sharper attentional gradients ( p � 0.001).
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pants’ mean x and y gaze-positions during target presentation for
each trial-type, with ISI, distance, and target hemifield as within-
group factors and diagnosis as a between-group factor, revealed
only a main effect of target hemifield for the x-coordinates (p �
0001), as participants’ gaze-positions were slightly biased toward
the side of the screen on which the cue/target appeared. This
effect was slight: mean gaze-position fell within 1° of the fixation
point for both groups, regardless whether the cue/target was in
the left or right hemifield. No other main effects or interactions
involving ISI, distance, target hemifield, or diagnosis (all p �
0.359) were observed. Further, gradient difference scores re-
mained larger in the ASC group when any trials during which
gaze-position was �1.5° from fixation were excluded (F(1,38) �
5.220, p � 0.028).

Discussion
We have demonstrated that the spatial gradient over which atten-
tion enhances visual processing is much sharper in autistic than
in matched control participants. Further, the degree of sharpness
is associated both with the severity of autistic symptoms in people
with ASC and with autistic traits across both ASC individuals and
controls.

A sharper distribution of spatial attention is likely to dramat-
ically affect the way individuals with autism engage with the vi-
sual world. Here we tested the dimension of space, but attention
is known to operate over other complex features (e.g., color,
shape), which may also have associated gradients that may be
sharper in ASC (Kravitz and Behrmann, 2011). If the basic mech-
anisms of attention are atypical, these effects may extend to other
sensory modalities as well.

A sharper gradient of attention in ASC may contribute to a
robust finding in the literature: individuals with autism routinely
display faster detection of targets in conjunctive visual search
tasks (Plaisted et al., 1998; Joseph et al., 2009). Sharper spatial
gradients around target locations would predict less interference
from distractors and quicker response times in conjunctive visual
search, and efficient perception of details in visual scenes.

Greater efficiency in detail perception has also been noted in
other local perceptual tasks (Dakin and Frith, 2005). In particu-
lar, reduced effects of crowding (Baldassi et al., 2009; Kéïta et al.,
2010) and enhanced facilitation from spatially proximal com-
pared with more distant collinear Gabors (Kéïta et al., 2010) have
been reported in ASC. A sharper gradient of spatial attention is
consistent with both of these findings, as it might reflect a sharper
decrease in lateral interactions with distance from the locus of
attention. One might also expect a sharper gradient of attention
to reduce the interference/enhancement from incongruent/con-
gruent Eriksen flankers in ASC, but the literature is mixed, with
some reports of equivalent interference in ASC and controls
(Sanderson and Allen, 2012) and others reporting increased in-
terference (Adams and Jarrold, 2012). The only study to manip-
ulate target-flanker distance showed an increased interference
effect across all distances in ASC (Adams and Jarrold, 2012) con-
trary to the intuitive prediction. Future research is needed to
understand the relationship between this paradigm and our own,
and the relative contributions of the facilitative/inhibitory inter-
actions which might contribute to these effects and shape of the
spatial gradient of attention (Müller et al., 2005).

Possible neural correlates of the increased sharpness of the
spatial attentional gradient could be a narrower allocation of top-
down signals to primary visual areas of the brain, altered dynam-
ics within and among the early visual neurons that receive such

top-down modulation, or a combination of both. For example,
neurons in the banks of the monkey lateral intraparietal sulcus
(LIP) have been implicated in the maintenance of a “priority
map” of space, in which cells monitoring a cued area of the visual
field show a sustained, heightened, retinotopically specific re-
sponse in anticipation of a target (Gee et al., 2008). This signal is
thought to facilitate detection and discrimination through top-
down modulation of primary visual responses (Baluch and Itti,
2011). Differences in the distribution of such a parietal response
could underlie the increased sharpness of the attentional gradient
in ASC.

On the other hand, the receptive field sizes of early visual
neurons are thought to spatially restrict the distribution of atten-
tional modulation from extrastriate areas (Reynolds and
Desimone, 1999), and could therefore account for this finding at
a more basic level of visual processing. Such an account would
lead to the prediction that smaller receptive field sizes may un-
derlie the narrower attentional gradient we observe in ASC, a
hypothesis which is arguably consistent with neurobiological
findings of narrower minicolumns in the autistic brain
(Casanova et al., 2002). Finally, our finding may result from an
imbalance between the spatial extent of both low-level (receptive
field) and higher-order (attentional signal) components of the
autistic visual system (Reynolds and Heeger, 2009).

People with autism are often described as having tunnel vi-
sion, attracted to details of a visual scene while neglecting sur-
rounding stimuli, as if attention were sharply pinpointed to the
peaks of their visual world. The physiological roots of this behav-
ior have never been known. We demonstrate a sharper gradient
of spatial attention in the autistic brain, which may contribute to
sharp perceptual enhancement of visual details. This finding not
only provides insight into mechanisms underlying how individ-
uals with ASC perceive the world, but also a starting point in a
well characterized domain for modeling atypical neural circuitry
in the autistic brain.
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